The methodologies advocated in computational biology are in many cases proper system-level approaches. These methodologies are variously connected to the notion of "mesosystem" and thus on the focus on relational structures that are at the basis of biological regulation. Here, I describe how the formalization of biological systems by means of graph theory constitutes an extremely fruitful approach to biology. I suggest the epistemological relevance of the notion of graph resides in its multilevel character allowing for a natural "middle-out" causation making largely obsolete the traditional opposition between "top-down" and "bottom-up" styles of reasoning, so fulfilling the foundation dream of systems science of a direct link between systems analysis and the underlying physical reality.
Introduction
The impressive development of high throughput screening procedures allowing thousands of different measures on the same sample generated in the last two decades unexpected problems to biological research.
The technical advancements made biologists to face a puzzling paradox: they fulfilled the dream of measuring the entire ensemble of players at a specific layer of biological regulation in parallel, without knowing how to manage this information burden. The huge disproportion between variables (in the order of thousands) and independent statistical units (samples, in the order of dozens) made irrelevant (for obvious over-fitting problems) the classical inferential statistics approaches used since almost a century [1, 2] . On the other hand, the classical "box-and-arrow" style used so far for sketching a biological mechanism in which the boxes are the relevant players (genes, proteins, metabolites) and the arrows correspond to a relation between the nodes at the extremities (e.g., "stimulates" "increases" "modifies") becomes out-of-scope when the elements go from the order of 9-10 to the order of thousands. The emerging field of "systems biology" attained momentum in this last decade to face the above problems [3] . Sui Huang in his review [4] indicated two main approaches (and consequently groups of system biologists) to face the above-sketched "curse of dimensionality". The first (and still more relevant in terms of number of followers) is reductionist (Prof. Huang refers to this view as "the localist view (those who see the trees first)"), the second approach is instead fully systemic (Prof. Huang refers to this view as "the generalist view (those who see the forest first)" [4] . Both the approaches build upon the construction of networks, i.e., complex graphs having as nodes the players (genes, proteins, metabolites) linked by edges (functional relations to be discovered by data analysis applied to high-throughput techniques output). Localist view applies network approaches to single out "relevant genes and pathways" out of a plethora of false hits, on the contrary globalist approach considers networks as the image in light of a system working as a whole and network invariants as mesoscopic relevant variables for understanding the system at hand. To make a long story short, localists think systems biology main task is to develop efficient pattern recognition methods, globalists are persuaded the real task is to establish a physically motivated view of biological regulation. The localist view considers network approaches as a smart data analysis method to provide biologists with the "relevant genes" to consider, in the usual deterministic bottom-up way, as the primary causes of phenomena. Globalist view has the ambition of deriving an explanation at the mesoscopic level of among-genes relation structure. In the following, I will demonstrate how the second (truly systemic) approach is motivated by the reality of biological systems and not only by our epistemological preferences.
Microscopic Complexity Generates Macroscopic Simplicity
Let us start with some largely known (even if often misunderstood) facts:
(1) Human DNA molecule is a giant polymer approximately two meters long confined into a space of the scale of microns [5] . This implies the logical information stored in the DNA sequence is not freely accessible like in the RAM of a computer or in an abstract Turing machine. The most crucial step allowing a specific transcription pattern of the stored information (i.e., the correct genes at the correct expression level) is the unfolding of finely selected patches of the polymer correspondent to the genes of interest. Excluding the presence of any Maxwell's demon, we must imagine the presence of relatively few "allowed configurations" of the DNA molecule exposing the "gene patterns" correspondent to different phenotypic states [6] .
This state of affairs has two immediate consequences: (a) regulation does not happen only on a gene-by-gene basis but in terms of "global modes" spanning the entire genome and (b) only a discrete (and relatively small) number of gene expression patterns do exist.
The eventual local fine-tuning exerted on a gene-by-gene scale can be superimposed to the global "genome scale" regulation but explains a comparatively minor effect [7] .
(2) Tissues are populations made up of billions of cells that must work in a highly coordinated way (e.g., think of the necessity for cardiac muscle cells to oscillate in synchrony in order to obtain a normal heartbeat). This coordination implies the specific folding/refolding of chromosomes described in the previous point, must span the entire tissue, thus implying the necessity of a "communication system" unifying the entire tissue. This coordination was demonstrated to happen even in the very artificial situation of cells cultured on a Petri dish that in turn display very clear "gene expression waves" indicating a highly coordinated expression pattern spanning billions of cells. The existence of a cytoskeleton network creating a continuous communication system traversing different cells and entering the nuclei, received many experimental proofs [8, 9] , even if we are still very far to clarify the biophysical mechanisms of the information transmission along this network.
(3) Basic physical chemistry tells us that an interaction involving the ordered encounters of three particles is practically impossible to achieve in a purely diffusive regime in solution. Ordinary metabolic processes like the biosynthesis of lipids [10] involve a dozen of ordered hits: this means we are forced to consider metabolism as a phenomenon occurring inside a structured solid phase. The presence of such ordered phase spanning supra-molecular scales is evident considering the dramatic effects exerted by lack of gravity in cells grown in the space shuttle [11] : thousands of genes appear to be dis-regulated. If we consider gravity has a null effect on the molecular scale, the huge biological consequences of the lack of gravity imply a top-down causation in which the maintaining of a supra-molecular order encompassing huge populations of cells comes before the molecular scale events and not the other way around as normally assumed by molecular biologists [12] .
All the above facts (and many others I did not mention but again related to the emergence of a striking order from a wild combinatory (see for example [13] ) tell us of the existence of few privileged forms. Here the word form is intended in its fundamental meaning of a specific set of relation between elements and roughly corresponds to the notion of system governing biological regulation. The existence of few "allowed" forms is evident at all the levels of biological regulation. Only 200 tissues (each one corresponding to a strictly invariant profile of average expression pattern involving around 30,000 genes) are present in all the metazoans, only 1000 folds are sufficient to explain the three-dimensional arrangements of the millions of different protein molecules, only three basic body plans explain the shape of all the animals [14] .
This means that the space of what is "effectively observed" at a macroscopic scale is drastically reduced with respect to the space of what can be "potentially observed" in terms of microscopic information. A wild complexity at the molecular scale results into a fundamental simplicity (few patterns) at the macroscopic scale. In other words, microscopic complexity gives rise to macroscopic simplicity through the agency of relatively few mesoscopic organization principles.
Networks are the Most Effective Paradigm to Look for Mesoscopic Organization Laws
From what said above it should be clear why the goal of systems biology is not to find a needle in a haystack isolating the "most relevant pathway" (or gene, or protein) embedded in a mess of irrelevant information. On the contrary, the task of a truly "systems" biology is to look for the laws of form [15] explaining the presence of few allowable patterns out of the myriads of possible alternatives. The quest for these laws of form can only marginally rely on the usual "differential equations" style: biology deals with non-stationary systems in which the rate constants change abruptly across many orders of magnitude [16] moreover, it is practically impossible to study in isolation the single elements of a system. An enzymatic reaction has completely different properties when is studied in a test tube with respect to when is studied in vivo together with a set of other co-occurring reactions [17] .
Graph theory allows for a very natural approach to systems biology focusing on the relation between the elements of the studied phenomenon. We can roughly describe the network approach as the answer to the question "What can we derive from the sole knowledge of the wiring diagram of a system?" This wiring diagram does not imply any deep knowledge: the links (edges) between the systems elements (nodes) could simply represent very basic relations as "is correlated with", "is located near", and "communicates with" without specifying any functional form of the relation. A graph G is made of a set of nodes linked by a set of edges and can be described by a set of measures located at different level of definition going from microscopic (single nodes) to macroscopic (entire network) passing by mesoscopic (architectural principles) levels [18] .
An example of microscopic level descriptor is the "node degree" corresponding to the number of edges ending (starting) from a given node, while the distribution of node degrees over the entire network, allowing to discriminate alternative wiring models as random and scale-free networks, is an example of macroscopic descriptor [19] . The average shortest path (asp or characteristic length of the graph) is a mesoscopic descriptor corresponding to the average of the "shortest paths" (i.e., the paths linking two nodes of the network using the minimum number of edges) computed over all the distinct node pairs in G.
These views are each other naturally connected without the agency of any explicit model other than the wiring diagram, thus the removal of a node with an high "Betweeness" (a microscopic, node-level feature corresponding to the number of shortest paths passing by the node) will have an elevated impact on the value of the mesoscopic variable asp.
This "natural multilevel" character of graphs allows for the discovery of laws of form in terms of network descriptors optima. The need of maximizing the efficiency of signal transmission in allosteric transitions (global configuration changes of protein molecules following the interaction with a ligand at a specific site [20] ) makes asp minimization a crucial mesoscopic principle driving protein structures [21] .
The stress induced by a chronic disease like atrial fibrillation on heart, increases the global connectivity (average node degree) of the gene expression network (the correlation matrix between different gene expression levels) [22] . The edges whose delection breaks the total connectivity of the metabolic network (the graph having metabolites as nodes and enzymes transforming metabolite i into j as edges) are the most probable candidate to be the target of lethal mutations [23] . In a recent work Dehmer et al. [24] demonstrated the efficiency of graph invariants coming from the gene expression signatures of different patient samples in predicting different disease states with no explicit reference to the specific nature of the involved nodes (genes).
Conclusions
The above examples (selected from a rapidly growing literature) mark the birth of a "middle-out" [18, 25, 26] style of reasoning, in which the focus is neither in the search for fundamental atomisms from which to start to reconstruct the entire picture (bottom-up approach) nor in the search for consequences of macroscopic conditions (top-down approaches). Network paradigm allows to focus on the space "between-objects" in which lives the relational structure linking the different players without the need of knowing in advance neither the general laws governing the system at hand nor the fine structure of the constituent elements. This approach is particularly fruitful in biology where an incredibly rich phenomenology generates from the relations among many different heterogeneous elements. It is worth noting, as described in the first paragraph, biological networks are not only a convenient way to formalize data but do have a material counterpart in phenomena like DNA compaction, protein folding, and metabolism. This allows an immediate translation of the systemic approach into the elucidation of physical realities so allowing for a full exploitation of systems analysis potentialities.
